A world where every journey is taken care of

Better
teams

Happier
customers

Trusting people
Being can do people
Building relationships
Being one step ahead
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Win new
rail and bus
contracts

Stronger
communities

Develop for
the future
of transport

Safer
working

Accountable
Down to earth
Collaborative
Agile

Cleaner
environment

Technology

Reputation

Protect
and grow
the core

*Total operating profit (post-exceptional items) was £20.8m (2018: £104.3m)
# Before IFRS 16 lease charges(£371.8m) and restriction of previously unrestricted cash in rail (£45.7m) free cashflow was £26.7m (H1: (£7.7m), H2 £34.4m)
^ £45.7m of unrestricted cash became restricted in rail with the start of the EMAs
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Ongoing government support during COVID-19 crisis
underscoring the importance of public transport
Bringing our communities together, providing vital links to
friends and family
Essential to economic recovery, enabling access to
work, education, leisure and retail

Recognition by policy makers that mass transport is key to
achieving air quality and climate-related targets
Aside from walking and cycling, rail travel is the most carbon
efficient mode of transport, followed by bus. An average
journey by petrol car emits 120% more CO2 than the same
journey by a diesel bus
Leading industry change in transition to cleaner transport,
introduced the UK’s first all electric bus depot and our own
innovative air‑filtering bus technology

Largest bus operator in London with strategically
located depots providing competitive advantage
Well established regional bus operator with a focus on
urban areas
Leading change and transformation as the operator of the
UK’s busiest rail franchises
Successful operations in Singapore, Ireland and Norway
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Agile and responsive local management teams embedded in
their local communities optimising performance and awardwinning customer service
Continual improvement driven by an innovative approach in all
areas of the business
Engaged colleagues promoting our inclusive culture which
encourages diversity in all its forms, aiming to reflect the
diverse communities which we serve

90% of revenue generated through contracts with transport
authorities and industry partners
A leading voice on the issues most critical to our business and
industry
Integral to major infrastructure change projects in UK rail
delivered collectively with industry partners
Working towards shared goals with local stakeholders,
including local authorities, in our communities

Robust balance sheet; adjusted net debt to EBITDA within
target range at 1.96 times*
Positive cashflow and good liquidity; c￡230m of cash and
available facilities
Strong profile will support the resumption of dividend
payments when prudent to do so
Disciplined approach to capital allocation and risk
management
*Presented on a pre-IFRS 16 basis, in line with our bank covenant. On an IFRS
16 basis adjusted net debt/EBITDA is 1.76 times.
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